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Abstract: Images obtain in poor environmental circumstances has poor visibility. These images limit the performance 

of many imaging systems. Many techniques have been implemented in the literature to handle this issue. However, 

designing an efficient channel prior to restore hazy images is still an open area of research. The comprehensive review 

of the existing techniques has shown following gaps in the literature: The hyper-parameter tuning of Gradient channel 

prior has been ignored in the literature. An efficient tuning has an ability to improve the results further. Most of 

existing techniques still suffer from texture distortion issue. Therefore, a suitable gradient aware channel prior is 

proposed to handle these issues. Extensive experimental results show that the proposed technique has an ability to 

remove the limitations of existing techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Haze is actually just about the most vital trouble in the parts of impression handling and computer system vision. 

Beneath the Haze issue, the products digital images will become worse [1]. Haze in addition reduces the lucidity of 

your satellite television on pc images and underwater images [2]. Haze usually occurs when consumption and 

scattering involving airborne dirt and dust and smoking debris inside comparatively dry air. Whenever atmospheric 

situations prevent the insides involving smoking as well as other toxins that they emphasis and form any low-hanging 

cloak which damage visibility [3, 4]. Subduing involving Haze is definitely a complicated task regarding impression 

processing. Removing Haze while in the impression is referred to as impression dehazing [5, 6]. There are two several 

involving dehazing, daytime and night dehazing. There were lots of dehazed methods for regular dehazing [7]. The 

actual regular Haze product is a straight-line situation comprising the transmission map and atmospheric light [8]. To 

produce a spectacular regular dehazing impression, it can be turned out to be calculate the equivalent atmospheric 

gentle as well as the transmission map [9]. Haze removal is definitely an important concept in the image processing 

domain. Pictures of outside scenes are normally disturbed by the atmospheric dampness, airborne dirt and dust, smoke 

a cigarette, waters droplet etc. These problems usually are caused to generate the actual environment that usually called 

Haze [11, 12]. The actual atmospheric happening disturbs the particular clarity with sky. Most atmospheric individual 

particles have a range below of 1000m and haze intensity is 4 to10. When atmospheric particles suspended around the 

sky haze produced [13]. Haze is very essential for depth clue to understand scene. The formation on the imprecise 

image is usually motivated because light by you source can be dotted by simply water droplets in the sky. Scattering is 

occurred by 2 essential phenomena namely attenuation and air-light Haze is big obstacle in visibility applications, so 

much needed to remove effectively, because debris, light up in addition to dried up dust disturb the clarity of sky. This 

leads degradation of outsides pictures as well as weakening of equally colour and compare images [14, 15]. Haze = 

Attenuation + Air-light, can be defined as [16, 17]. 

 

I(x)  =  j(x). t(x)  +  A (1 − t(x))                        (1.1) 

 

The place 𝑥 can be the job of pixel, 𝐼 signifies the actual hazy photo, the actual landscape radiance m describes the 

actual errors totally free photo that will be refurbished, 𝐴 can be atmospheric fresh air light, big t is definitely the 

channel of indication this describes negligence light actually gets to the camera without getting scattered. We, L as 

well as A are usually 3d images vectors within the RGB colouring space. Given that we can be the additional value to 

seek out A as well as big t as well as to revive landscape radiance m seeing that caved the above-mentioned equation. 

Hence, in the over scenario it really is plainly fully understood that this photo used because of the observer can be 

bundled by each attenuated type in the landscape radiance, in which the atmospheric light can be is equal to be able to 

colour in the haze.  

Attenuation defined as the gradually loss in the intensity of flux through a television broadcasting on account of a 

scattering connected with atmospheric lamination, a fraction of illumination will get disturbed in the event ray. The 

actual unshattered area of illumination is actually the channel television broadcasting, which can be transported to 

observer. Mathematically attenuation is often looked at when: 
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Attenuation =  t (x). j(x)                       (1.2) 

 

Here, J(x) delivers the scene radiance and t(x) defines the channel transmission. A Attenuation explains the radiance 

with the scene as well as distortion. A tranny features a scalar worth having cover anything from 0 for you to 1 for any 

pixel and the significance means the interesting depth information and facts with the scene materials directly. For your 

uniform homogenous natural environment, the tranny t(x) is provided as. 

t(x)  = e − βd(x)                                  (1.3) 

β presents this scattering coefficient with environment along with d explain landscape depth for the pixel x. The 

particular scattering coefficient β might be constant below the homogeneous atmospheric condition. 

 

This air light define that the atmosphere is like the source which reflect environmental illumination. Air light is 

manufactured by the scattering connected with light. The idea is frequently deemed including a lot more settings on the 

scene. It's an item home, assessed by simply range involving your camera and a object. The mathematical equation of 

air light is calculated as: 

 

Air − light = A (1 − e − βd(x)).                     (1.4) 

 

This document is a template. An electronic copy can be downloaded from the conference website. For questions on 

paper guidelines, please contact the conference publications committee as indicated on the conference website. 

Information about final paper submission is available from the conference website. 

 

II.   RELATED WORK 

 

Wang et al. (2017) [17] applied the images grabbed around imprecise as well as foggy climate tend to be severely 

changed through the scattering associated with atmospheric contaminants, which will directly influence the efficiency 

of out of doors laptop imaginative and prescient vision systems. Ren et al. (2016) [18] discussed that in the efficiency 

associated with current image dehazing strategies is restricted by hand-designed features, such as black sales channel, 

colouring disparity as well as utmost compare, having complicated union schemes. Li et al. (2016) [19] explained that 

images grabbed beneath water are often changed due to the results of consumption as well as scattering. Degraded 

underwater photos indicate quite a few restrictions whenever they bring demonstrate as well as analysis. Chen, C, et 

al. (2017) [20] explained that Outside view and pictures reduce the quality under poor weather conditions, and produce 

Hazy images. The scientific study is done on various proposed techniques to improve the visibility of hazy image, 

which mainly worked on saturation and brightness. Bi, Guoling, et al. (2017) [21] Proposed dehazing that plays a 

dominant role in many image processing applications. Bad field of vision due to atmospheric phenomena brings failing 

within image processing applications. Haze leads to failure of much computer vision. This approach provide a quick 

idea about several dehazing procedures and also gives information about advanced colour attenuation prior dependent 

dehazing methods. Li, Boyiet al.(2017)[22] discussed  images dehazing unit created by using a convolutional nerve 

organs community (CNN), termed All-in-One Dehazing Circle (AOD-Net). They is made with different re-formulated 

atmospheric scattering model. As opposed to estimating the transmission matrix as well as the atmospheric gentle on 

their own because so many previous types does, AOD-Net directly yields the clean up photograph through the light-

weight CNN. Chen, C, et al. (2017) [23] explained that Outside view and pictures reduce the quality under poor 

weather conditions, and produce Hazy images. The scientific study is done on various proposed techniques to improve 

the visibility of hazy image, which mainly worked on saturation and brightness. Because of haze the colors, edges and 

texture of picture get disturbed, so there are some technique which restore edge losses and color impacts. Shruti P. 

Patel, et al. (2016) [24] introduced pattern recognition having objective to classify objects into various classifications. 

These are important components for artificial intelligence and computer vision applications. They work on effective 

optimization method called Particle Swarm Optimization in the field of pattern recognise and image processing. Park, 

et al. (2016) [25] discussed deal with Image dehazing is one of the most important research area in image processing 

and pattern analysis. The actual scattering happened boost the whiteness in pictures as well as cut down the contrast. 

Haze elimination algorithms will be essential in several vision applications. Chen et al. (2016) [26] presented Haze 

removal is a photograph clean up technological innovation of which strives to get rid of annoying haze dust out of 

images. Even so, the efficacies with traditional dehazing procedures are easily impeded through too little opinion with 

haze thickness, and so are not able to correctly supply good enough haze removal results. Qingsong Zhu, et al. (2015) 

[27] suggested a PSO based hue preserving colour picture improvement method. The intensity quality picture is 

enhanced by parameterized transformation process which is again optimized by PSO objective function. The intensity 

transformation process use local and global information details of the input picture and the objective function take the 

entropy and edge details to calculate the picture clarity. So, the proposed method gives better results. B. H. Chen, et 

al. (2015) [28] explained the visualize and quality of an image is highly required in the fields of surveillance and 
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avionics. Because of turbid medium in atmosphere the pictures get vague and required processing for haze free 

pictures. Dark Channel Prior works very well for dehazing because with his method there is big scope for 

improvements. 

  

III.    PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

Images obtain in poor environmental circumstances has poor visibility. These images limit the performance of many 

imaging systems. Many techniques have been implemented in the literature to handle this issue. However, designing 

an efficient channel prior to restore hazy images is still an open area of research. Therefore, a novel Gradient channel 

prior (GCP) will be designed and implemented. The designed technique will modify the gradient channel prior using 

by particle swarm optimization to optimize hyper-parameters of dehazing. Adaptive histogram equalization will also 

be used to remove the uneven illuminate problem of the digital haze removal. Thus, the proposed technique has an 

ability to remove the limitations of existing techniques. Different kind of quality metrics will also be used to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the proposed technique over the existing one. Fig. 1 shows the proposed methodology of image 

dehazing process. 

 
 

Fig. 1  Proposed methodology of image dehazing process 

 

Step 1: Initially input hazy image is loaded into the MATLAB tool. 

Step 2: Thereafter, SPEA-II based gradient channel prior is computed. 

Step 3: Obtain initial depth map and extract transmission map and atmospheric veil. 

Step 4: Refine the transmission map to reduce the impact of noise.  

Step 5: Restore the hazy image using computed atmospheric veil and refined transmission map.  

Step 6: Compute the performance metrics for validation analysis. 

 

IV.    RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

This proposed algorithm is screened about many images. This formula is used making use of many overall 

performance parameters like Contrast gain, saturated pixels, new visible edges, Peak signal to noise ratio, new edge 

gradients. To implement proposed algorithm, style as well as implementation have been completed in MATLAB 

utilizing image digesting toolbox. To get your house mix approval, most people have designed strategy in which even 

comes close next to many well-known image enhancement techniques available in literature. Result exhibits the 
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recommended method supplies much better results as compared to existing techniques. Table I is expressing the many 

pictures which often are being used with this investigation work. Fig. 2 shows the many pictures which can be 

obtained using the proposed work. Images are made along with their formats. All the pictures are generally associated 

with probably similar form as well as surpassed so that you can propose algorithm. 
 

TABLE I   IMAGES USED IN THIS RESEARCH WORK 
 

Image name Extension Size in K.Bs 

image 1 .jpg 29.5KB 

image 2 .jpg 57.3KB 

image 3 .jpg 41.0KB 

image 4 .jpg 63.0KB 

image 5 .jpg 505KB 

image 6 .jpg 8.24KB 

image 7 .jpg 33.7KB 

image 8 .jpg 140KB 

image 9 .jpg 129KB 

image 10 .jpeg 10.7KB 

image 11 .jpg 12.1KB 

image 12 .jpg 5.86KB 

image 13 .jpg 10.4KB 

image 14 .jpg 15.1KB 

image 15 .jpg 24.5KB 
 

A proposed of algorithm criteria is usually examined in numerous images. A algorithm criteria is applied applying 

various efficiency indices peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), Saturated pixels (SP), and Contrast gain (CG).New 

visible edges (VVE), New edge gradients (NEG).So, as to implement the proposed of algorithm  design and style plus 

inclusion has become done in MATLAB employing image processing toolbox. Final result exhibits which consists of 

tactic presents much better benefits in comparison to the present strategies. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2   Visual analysis (a) Input image (b) Dark channel prior, (c) Gradient prior from the existing techniques, and (d) 

Results obtained from the proposed technique 

 

Table II is displaying the particular quantized research into the different new visible edges. It's obviously proved that 

may this new visible edges will be highest possible with regards to the particular recommended algorithm for this 

purpose algorithm offers much better success than the disposable methods. 
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TABLE II   ANALYSIS OF NEW VISIBLE EDGES  
 

Image DCP GCP Proposed 

1 1.885965 2.243030 2.475896 

2 1.865432 2.184656 2.415757 

3 1.634458 2.135489 2.457258 

4 1.735789 2.289090 2.658978 

5 1.738598 2.048963 2.458930 

6 1.678684 2.125656 2.274848 

7 1.958695 2.412525 2.640586 

8 1.740589 2.210356 2.458623 

9 1.975869 2.275486 2.505454 

10 1.679331 2.302586 2.532828 

11 2.156235 2.154542 2.296895 

12 1.605659 2.156562 2.458584 

13 2.123235 2.156325 2.298756 

14 1.578965 2.332784 2.567272 

15 1.497856 2.398545 2.614785 

 

 
 

Fig. 3   Analysis of new visible edges 
 

Fig. 3 is displaying the particular quantized research into the different new visible edges. It's obviously proved that 

may this new visible edges will be highest possible with regards to the particular recommended algorithm for this 

purpose algorithm offers much better success than the disposable methods. 

 

Table III is displaying the particular quantized research into the different new edge gradients. It's obviously proved that 

may this new edge gradients will be highest possible with regards to the particular recommended algorithm for this 

purpose algorithm offers much better success than the disposable methods. 
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TABLE III   ANALYSIS OF NEW EDGE GRADIENTS 
 

Image DCP GCP Proposed 

1 1.850540 2.023254 2.277562 

2 1.959878 2.315477 2.574254 

3 1.854783 2.236542 2.482563 

4 1.956248 2.264586 2.654540 

5 1.885654 2.235466 2.452626 

6 1.856023 2.335621 2.563214 

7 2.124590 2.325456 2.654897 

8 1.998597 2.456235 2.548967 

9 1.845937 2.356562 2.652521 

10 1.925959 2.224563 2.548965 

11 1.875321 2.168909 2.489320 

12 1.965472 2.523217 2.658953 

13 2.178963 2.298567 2.548961 

14 2.154896 2.259875 2.520125 

15 1.985632 2.165489 2.485964 

 

 
 

Fig. 4   Analysis of new edge gradients 
 

Fig. 4 is displaying the particular quantized research into the different new edge gradients. It's obviously proved that 

may this new edge gradients will be highest possible with regards to the particular recommended algorithm for this 

purpose algorithm offers much better success than the disposable methods. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Image dehazing has been found as a challenging issue as it degrades the quality of obtained images. Therefore, it 

becomes more interesting to restore hazy images since only single hazy image available. The comprehensive review of 

the existing techniques has shown following gaps in the literature. The hyper-parameter tuning of Gradient channel 
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prior has been ignored in the literature. An efficient tuning has an ability to improve the results further. Most of 

existing techniques still suffer from texture distortion issue. Therefore, a suitable gradient aware channel prior is 

required to handle this issue. The existing techniques suffer from saturated pixels problem. Therefore, a novel Gradient 

channel prior (GCP) has been designed and implemented. The designed technique modifies the gradient channel prior 

using by particle swarm optimization to optimize hyper-parameters of dehazing. Adaptive histogram equalization has 

also been used to remove the uneven illuminate problem of the digital haze removal. Thus, the proposed technique has 

an ability to remove the limitations of existing techniques. Different kind of quality metrics are used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed technique over the existing one. 
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